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Discover the remarkable life of George Eliot...Free BONUS Inside!George Eliot was born Mary

Ann Evans in the same year as Queen Victoria. At the time, the role of women was well-

defined and limited to providing a home to a husband and children. Mary Ann might have lived

a traditional Victorian-era life had she been pretty and ornamental. The truth is, her lack of

looks made her doubt whether a man would want her. When she didn’t attract attention with

her looks, however, she made use of her remarkable intelligence. By her early twenties, she

translated articles from Latin and French into English and wrote her own reviews for a radical

magazine.In her early thirties, she met the married George Henry Lewes, with whom she

would live for the next 24 years. While Lewes suffered only minor social consequences for this

arrangement, Mary Ann was ostracized from acceptable circles for years. She took on the pen

name George Eliot mainly to hide her identity. By the time her secret was revealed, she was

one of England’s most popular writers. People were now eager to meet her.Her books, which

include Adam Bede, Silas Marner, and Middlemarch, were intended to expose the limitations

that women faced at the time. Throughout her life, Eliot fought vigilantly for women’s rights.

Over a century later, her work remains relevant.Discover a plethora of topics such asThe

Young RadicalJourney to SwitzerlandMeeting George Henry LewesBecoming George EliotThe

Meaning of BeautyFinal Years and DeathAnd much more!So if you want a concise and

informative book on George Eliot, simply scroll up and click the "Buy now" button for instant

access!
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Dale DePriest, “Stephenson is the father of steam locomotives.. While he didn't invent the

steam locomotive, he is the one that made them practical. His life story is fascinating and not

the story you would expect. He taught himself to read and write and was never educated while

growing up his curiosity allowed him to understand engineering in a way not like any other. He

took things apart and put them back together to figure out how they worked. This is a must

read for technical people who will marvel and appreciate his achievements. The author did a

great job in presenting his life.”

Quinton Baran, “A short biography and set of book reviews. This is the 4th hourly history book

that I have finished, and I am finding that they are great introductions to the subject matter. I

recommend the hourly history books, including this one, as a starting area to:1) See if the

subject is personally interesting2) Become conversant in the material3) Pursue additional

information starting with the bibliographies providedI had heard the name of George Eliot

before, and also some of the book titles that she was famous for, but I didn't know much else.

To me, she is a tragic figure, living in a period of time that was very constraining for women,

and having to deal with realities of her own appearance, and the attitudes of the time. I am glad

that she was able to find some measure of happiness in her life.”

Randolph Rossi, “George Stephenson Made Railroads and Steam Locomotives Practical.

When I saw this Hourly History Book, I had no idea who this man was and what he did to be

famous. I greatly enjoyed this book because I learned a great deal about the man’s life and



accomplishments. It was a true rags to riches driven by his determination and ambition to

better himself. Unlike many other biographical books, it not only showed his successes but also

his failures. A book definitely worth reading.”

Gary Upshaw, “Beguiling and Intriguing. Mary Ann Evans, pen name George Eliot (1819-1880)

is an English novelist, poet, journalist, translator and one of the leading writers of the Victorian

era. Considering herself unattractive, she over compensated by writing diary, and gained work

writing reviews, and translating foreign books. She had a long relation with George Lewes, a

philosopher and critic, and spent many years travelling with him in Europe. Being unmarried,

she was shunned by her family and few female friends.”

Ed Barton, “Father of the Steam Locomotive. Stephenson is another inventor-engineer that

many Americans will not recognize, but had massive impacts on their lives. Developing the first

reliable and high speed (for the time) rail locomotive, Stephenson ushered in the modern era.

The book provides a good introduction to this brilliant engineer.”

Ed Barton, “A Force of Change. Mary Ann Evans/George Eliot was a force for women rights,

equality and justice in the time of Victoria. More at home in the 1960s than the 1860s, Evans

wrote about the average person in a way that captures the challenges and dynamics of

Victorian England. A good intro to this brilliant author.”

Gary Upshaw, “A Self-learned Man. George Stephenson (1781-1848) is known as the Father

of Railways. He was born into a poor illiterate family, but due to sheer determination fueled by

innate curiosity and drive to improve anything mechanical, he became the leading railway

developer.book is well written and interesting.”

Bevan, “Amazing woman. What an amazing woman - ahead of her time .... and suffered for

it.Some the characters from this glimpse of the Victorian era read like characters from a

modern day American soap opera.Was not too enamored by the brief synopses of several of

her novels, but (I guess) they mirrored her personal experiences.A good wrap of a fascinating

individual.”

John Lawless, “Clear and Concise. This is a short introduction to the life of the wonderful

George Eliot. While reading it, I had side by side a chronology of the major events in her life

which had been prepared by an academic and the short Kindle book is every bit as good. All

the major events in her life are covered, somewhat briefly, but with great accuracy. You will not

get an in depth background to any of her writings here, but this booklet does provide the

context in a concise and clear format. If you want to get learn this context as quickly and

comprehensively as possible, you will be able to read this book in under an hour. It does

exactly what it says on the cover.”

Phil Hall, “Fascinating brief book. The story of a man instrumental in changing the way people

lived.From very humble beginnings to being one of the great engineers who moulded the way

the UK transport infrastructure developed during the 19 century.His legacy lives on today.”

Bainesy, “Interesting. Very informative and interesting.I feel I know a bit more about George

Stephenson after reading this. A must read.”



Eugene Alfonso Van Delsen, “As usual a great life in a few words.. I have enjoyed this Hourly

History immensely. Well written as usual, telling us what really matters about this fascinating

lady's life. Many happy returns to this kind of good reading material.”

Philip M Williams, “A true engineering great.. A well written appreciation of an historical

great.You cannot help but admire what this incredible man achieved. A truly self-made

engineering great who's accomplishments should never be forgotten.”

The book by Hourly History has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 260 people have provided feedback.
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